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Abstract

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) controls tangling of concerns by isolating aspects that cross-cut
each other into building blocks. Component-based programming (CBP) supports software development
by isolating reusable building blocks that can be assembled and connected in many different ways. We
show how AOP and CBP can be integrated by introducing a new component construct for programming
class collaborations, called aspectual component. Aspectual components extend adaptive plug-and-play
components (AP&P) with a modification interface that turns them into an effective tool for AOP. A key
ingredient of aspectual components is that they are written in terms of a generic data model, called a par-
ticipant graph, which is later mapped into a data model. We introduce a new property of this map, called
instance-refinement, to ensure the proper deployment of components. We show how aspectual components
can be implemented in Java, and demonstrate that aspectual components improve the AspectJ language
for AOP from Xerox PARC.

1 Introduction

Separation of concerns and modularity are at the heart of the programming process. Concerns are abstract
conceptual units, aspects, in which we decompose a given problem. Modules are software units, pieces of
code, the building-blocks that help organize software. In the C programming language, modules are as-
sociated with files. In Ada, modules are packages. In Object-Oriented Programming Languages (OOPL), the
main modules are objects and classes. However, procedures, functions, subroutines, and alike, which are
found in almost any language, are also modules, since they too have an independent and well-defined in-
terface. This definition of modules is well expressed in the Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) terminology:
modules are called generalized routines.

Selecting a programming language is choosing the constructs for capturing abstractions into discrete
modules. Modular programming is conducted by expressing the units of concern in the units of modu-
larity. Hence, separation of concerns and modular programming are inherently coupled. AOP targets at
uncoupling the two when the units of concern (aspects) cross-cut the units of modularity (generalized rou-
tines). The key point of AOP is that existing languages do not properly support modularity in the presence
of aspects that do not “fit” in the modular structure.

While it emphasizes the true importance of AOP, the above statement also reveals the Achilles’ heel
of the AOP definition, namely, language dependency. That is to say, aspects might cease to be aspects, as
new language constructs or components are added. This leads to the following aspectual paradox: an aspect
described in AspectJ [17], the Xerox PARC’s AOP language which has a construct for specifying aspects, is,
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by definition, no longer an aspect, as it has just been captured in a (new kind of) generalized routine. To
avoid this, we use our own revised definition for AOP which is language independent.

We take a broad view considering an aspect to be a slice of single- or multi-party functionality corre-
sponding to a well-defined unit of concern. Slice indicates that an aspect is not necessarily self-contained.
It is, in general, mutually affected by other aspects (at multiple join points spread throughout the other
aspects). An aspect is just another building block. A complete system is, in general, composed (weaved)
out of several slices of functionality by resolving their mutual join points. This definition of an aspect as
just a slice of functionality suggests that there is nothing intrinsic that makes aspects per se not fit in the
module structure of a language. The problem is rather that the modular break downs of different aspects
that mutually affect each other do not necessarily conform to each other. So the problem is not so much that
the aspects cross-cut the modular structure. It is, rather, that aspects, come with their own modular struc-
tures which cross-cut each other. Thus, doing aspect-oriented programming means to be able to express
each aspect separately, in terms of its own modular structure, possibly with some representation of the join
points and have some way to merge their different modular structures based on resolving their join points.
Let us illustrate that by means of examples.

1.1 Motivation

An example of a slice of a single-party aspect is tracing a program’s execution in order to spot recurring
patterns of method invocations or object access [2]. A description of this aspect in informal English would
be: For any data type in the application with some read access operation, say the class DataToAccess with the
operation AnyType readOp(), and before any invocation of this operation on an instance of DataToAccess, say
dataInstance, display the message: “Read access on �string representation of dataInstance�”. This func-
tionality is single-party since it involves a single abstraction, DataToAccess. It is a slice, because it makes
sense only in combination with a system’s base behavior: it needs to be injected in the right places (join
points) of a system’s base behavior. DataToAccess and AnyType readOp() are just a place holders for actual
classes and methods in a system’s basic functionality (which is itself just another aspect). An example of
a multi-party aspect would be a publisher-subscriber protocol [5]. It is slice, because the protocol makes
sense only when injected (weaved) into certain points in a system’s basic functionality.

Now, assume that the basic functionality is a graphical editor. Given the modular structure of object-
oriented languages, each aspect alone is expressible in it. The graphical editor application will be de-
composed into classes such as, Editor, Point, Line etc., with their corresponding functional and structural
relationships. The same can be said for the tracing aspect. Its decomposition consists in a single class, e.g.,
our DataToAccess with a single operation AnyType readOp(), implemented as a display operation. The
publisher subscriber protocol can also be expressed in a clean way in terms of two classes, Publisher and
Subscriber. Both classes are related in a one-to-many structural relationship: a publisher has a list of associ-
ated subscribers. The publisher has two operations attach and detach for adding and removing subscribers
from its list. It has an operation changeOp() which is implemented to invoke an update() operation on
all subscribers. Thus, any aspect can be itself expressed in the modular structure. What is missing here,
however, is a place (construct) where to express the weaving information, i.e., how the aspect participants
and application classes are merged together. For instance, there is no explicit place where to express that
all operations in Point whose name matches the get* pattern should be traced. That is to say, DataToAc-
cess has to be merged with Point, whereby the implementation of readOp() should be merged before the
implementation of all operations matching get*.

In the absence of a construct that supports the separate definition of aspects and a clean definition of
their join points, one needs to spread fragments of one aspect around the module structure of another aspect
and manually weave them within individual modules, resulting in tangled code. For instance, one way to
achieve method tracing information is by source code instrumentation, adding to the program additional
lines of code that log its execution. Clearly, this results in code tangling of the worst kind. The problem is
twofold. On one hand the application code becomes more difficult to understand, modify and reuse. On
the other hand, aspects lose their existence as a unit, making them extremely difficult to reuse, modify and
be plugged in and out on demand.

These observations reinforce what AOP says all along: language constructs are needed to capture as-
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pects that classes cannot (aspects are beyond classes). The difficulty, however, is in defining what such a
language construct for object-oriented languages should look like. The only construct we have seen so far
is the aspect construct of the AspectJ language [27]. The problem with the AspectJ proposal is that while
doing a good job in localizing aspects in well-defined units, it does not provide a clean solution with respect
to expressing join points. The approach is based on lexical cross-cutting. This means that the join points of
an aspect to other aspects consist of names that appear in the implementation of the other aspects. For
instance, in the case of tracing method invocations, the names of classes and operations that are affected are
explicitly mentioned in (are part of) the definition of the tracing aspect. As a result, the aspect’s applicability
is restricted to the single context of use hard-wired in it. This damages the modularity of aspect definitions
themselves. For illustration, two aspects described in the AspectJ tutorial [27] are given below.
aspect ShowAccess f

s t a t i c before Point . get ,
Point . getX ,
Point . getY f

System . out . pr in t ln ( ”R” ) ;
g

g

aspect TTTDisplayProtocol f
s t a t i c new Vector TicTacToe . observers = new Vector ( ) ;
s t a t i c new TicTacToe TTTObserver . game;
s t a t i c new void TicTacToe . a t tach ( TTTObserver obs ) f

observers . addElement ( obs ) ;
g
s t a t i c new void TicTacToe . detach ( TTTObserver obs ) f

observers . removeElement ( obs ) ;
g
s t a t i c new void TTTObserver . update ( ) f

board . update ( game ) ; s ta tus . update ( game) ;
g
s t a t i c new void BoardDisplay . update ( TicTacToe game) ,

StatusDisplay . update ( TicTacToe game) f
theGame = game ; repaint ( ) ;

g
/ / a l l methods t h a t change s t a t e
s t a t i c af ter TicTacToe . startGame , TicTacToe . newPlayer ,

TicTacToe . putMark , TicTacToe . endGame f
for ( int i = 0 ; i � observers . s ize ( ) ; i ++)

( ( Observer ) observers . elementAt ( i ) ) . update ( ) ;
g

g

Both aspects above are written for particular applications. The first one for an application that has a
class called Point. The publisher-subscriber aspect is written for a game application that has a class for
the TicTacToe game and some other classes modeling the BoardDisplay of the game. This restriction is
not justified, since both aspects are applicable to a range of applications, and may be applied to multiple
(individual or sets of) classes, otherwise not necessarily related within an application. This has to do with
the AspectJ view of the world that aspects cross-cut the class structure. That is, they are organized around
a common class structure. In fact, AspectJ aspects lack their own class structure. They are, rather, an
assembly of weave instructions. These different module structures underlying applications and aspects is
reflected also in the AOP terminology, where there are components and there are aspects. A component can
be encapsulated in a generalized routine, while an aspect cannot. It follows that an aspect is not and cannot
be a component.

In this paper, we challenge this conclusion. We observe that components, specifically, a variation of
Adaptive Plug&Play (AP&P) components [22], are useful not only in modeling behavioral composition but,
as we shall demonstrate, they are also good constructs for expressing aspects. We call this new kind of com-
ponent an aspectual component. According to our view of the world, aspects have their own class structures
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which mutually cross-cut each other. We put the emphasis on genericity. A construct for aspect definition
ought to enable us to write slices of functionality without committing ourselves to other depending slices
or to the base object structure with which it is going to be deployed.

The aspectual component model, which we propose in this paper, is a module for capturing aspects
that complements classes in precisely this way. Aspects in an aspectual component are written to their own
class graph referring to abstract join points when needed which constitute the expected interface of aspec-
tual components. Resolving join points is done apart of aspect definitions in explicit connector constructs.
Connectors map the class graph of one aspect to the class graph of the other. Mapping constructs make use
of declarative techniques such as pattern matching on operation names and Adaptive Programming (AP) in
order not to commit to irrelevant details of the target graph. We show that not only are aspects expressed
separately and in a modular way via aspectual components: they can be easily reused in new contexts
due to the separate expression of the weaving process. In the absence of a precise definition for AOP, let
alone a formal one, we follow the AOP tradition started by Kiczales and colleagues in their seminal pa-
per on AOP [10]: we present our ideas in an example-driven manner; and, to make an appealing case,
we demonstrate how we can re-implement the examples found in the AspectJ tutorial using our aspec-
tual components. Furthermore, we present an implementation strategy that allows weaving of aspectual
components that are available only in binary form, using binary component adaptation [9].

Outline The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we present the aspectual component model, and
in Sec. 3 we illustrate its features by an example suite. Section 4 presents an implementation strategy for
the model. Related works are described in Sec. 5. Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Aspectual Component Model

In this section, we propose a component model for Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP). We illustrate the
basic concepts of this model with a small example. We then introduce the full model by presenting new
concepts using increasingly more sophisticated examples. A substantial part of the examples are based,
slightly modified, on the AspectJ tutorial [27]. AspectJ is an implemented language extension created by the
AOP mentors. It targets at bridging the gap between object and aspectual decomposition in Java.

2.1 Aspectual Components in a Nutshell

The functionality captured by an aspectual component is written in terms of its own formal class graph,
called participant graph (PG). This minimizes the knowledge about the structure and functionality of the
application as well as other aspects with which it is going to be combined.

An aspectual component consists of a set of participants serving as the nodes of the PG. A participant
is a class in the PG, which stands at the same level as a formal argument in a procedure declaration. It
needs later to be bound to classes in other PGs or to a concrete class graph (CG). The PG defines structural
constraints (the equivalent to type constraints in formal arguments) that must be satisfied by the actual
participating classes. The constraints to be satisfied are defined later. A participant lists a set of operation
signatures it expects other aspects to supply, preceded by the keyword expect. Expected operations are
used/modified in the aspectual component-specific definition of the participant.

Definition 2.1 (Aspectual Component) An aspectual component is

1. a set of participants forming a graph called the PG (represented, e.g., by a UML class diagram.) A Participant
is a formal argument which consists of:

� expected features (keyword expect)

� reimplementations (keyword replace)

� local features (data and operations.)

2. aspectual component-level definitions
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� local classes, visible only within the aspectual component

� features (data and operations; there is a single copy of each global data member for each deployment)

For illustration, consider how our read access monitoring example is captured by the aspectual com-
ponent ShowReadAccess below. The code in ShowReadAccess is actually as free of details about con-
crete deployment contexts as was the informal English description. It simply states that whatever actual
class(es) in an application will be bound to the single participant in the aspect definition, DataToAccess,
and whatever method(s) in the actual class(es) will be assigned to implement the interface expected from
DataToAccess, readOp in this case, the latter methods will be replaced (the replace statement below) by
an implementation that first prints out a message and then executes the original method (the expected()
invocation below).
package ShowAccess ;
component ShowReadAccess f

part ic ipant DataToAccess f
expect Object readOp ( ) ;
replace Object readOp ( ) f

System . out . pr in t ln ( ”Read access on ” + this . toS t r ing ( ) ) ;
return expected ( ) ; / / th e exp e c t e d readOp ( )

g
g

g

Here ShowAccess is a name space in which only the ShowReadAccess component is defined. This
component can refine a single method of some class. The keyword participant denotes that DataToAccess
is a formal class name, which will be bound to an actual class when the component is applied. The for-
mal participant lists the methods it expects the actual participant class to have. When the component is
connected, some actual method(s) of an actual class would be mapped to DataToAccess.readOp.

Except from what it expects, the component also declares what it provides. In this example, it provides
a different implementation for whatever method is going to bind readOp. This is expressed by the key-
word replace. The call expected() invokes the old implementation, and resembles the use of super() when
overriding a method in class inheritance, and this() when calling another constructor in Java.

The meaning of the pseudo-variable this is the same as in a Java program. In the definition above,
it denotes the application’s instance being instrumented. If there are no ambiguities, there is no need to
explicitly refer to the pseudo-variable this. Any invocation without an explicit receiver is considered to
be a self-invocation. A method for this invocation is first looked-up in the aspect-specific definition of the
participant. If no method is found there, the class in the application assigned to play the participant role is
searched for.

Since each aspectual component has its own PG, when composing two components together and/or
deploying them with a concrete object structure, we need to map PGs one to the other and/or project them
to a concrete CG. That is, we need to resolve the interdependencies between different slices to construct the
whole. This is done apart of the definition of an aspect by means of connector constructs. Broadly speaking,
a connector consists of several statements of the form: “ClassSet is ParticipantSet with ExpectedMappings,
specifying which class(es) in one PG/CG bind which participant(s) in the other PG and corresponding
methods that implement the expected interface(s). For illustration consider a trivial application that mod-
els graphical shapes (the Shapes package below) and consider a deployment scenario for ShowReadAc-
cess in which we are interested in instrumenting only read accesses on point objects, specified by the
ShowReadAccessConn1 connector (the Deployment package below.)

package Shapes ;
c lass Point f

private int x = 0 ;
private int y = 0 ;
void se t ( int x , int y ) f setX ( x ) ; setY ( y ) ; g
void setX ( int x ) f this . x = x ; g
void setY ( int y ) f this . y = y ; g
int getX ( ) f return this . x ; g
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int getY ( ) f return this . y ; g
g
c lass Line f . . . g
c lass Rectangle f . . . g

package Deployment ;
import ShowAccess . � ;
import Shapes . � ;
connector ShowReadAccessConn1 f

Point is ShowReadAccess . DataToAccess with f readOp = get �g ;
g

The connector in the example above is simple. It contains only one class–to–participant mapping. As
already mentioned, in general, there may be several such mappings in a connector. In addition, the class–
to–participant mapping is in general many–to–many. That is, several classes might be bound to the same
participant, or the other way around, a single class may be bound to several participants, i.e., the class may
appear on the left hand side of several is–statements. Furthermore, a class can be bound to a participant
with multiple sets of ExpectedMappings. In the example above the mapping is done based on pattern
matching on operation names, with the pattern being specified by the regular expression get*. In general,
this mapping can also take a more “programmatic” form, i.e., an implementation of the expected signature
is given by means of composing functionality provided by the application. Later in this section, we will
present more sophisticated examples that give a more complete picture of the structure of connectors. As
it will be illustrated later, connectors can also be used to map the provided interface of some aspectual
components to the expected interface of some others, in order to build composed aspects.

2.2 The Key Idea

At this point, let us summarize the key idea behind aspectual components as a construct for reconciling
object-based and aspect-based decomposition. Aspectual components add a new dimension in the organi-
zation of object-oriented software, as illustrated in Fig. 1. First, software is decomposed based on aspects
which are symbolically represented by rectangles with rounded corners. Different grey scales are used in
Fig. 1 to distinguish different aspects. Second, each aspect definition has its own object-based decomposi-
tion. Each object type involved in an aspect definition is represented by a shape in Fig. 1. The sets of shapes
used in different aspects are disjoint to illustrate that each aspect is written modulo to its own class graph.

The expected interface of aspect definitions is represented by the transparent (colorless) shapes on the
left hand side of aspect–areas in Fig. 1. Shape towers on the right hand side of each aspect represent the
provided interface of the aspect. The modifications and/or extensions of the expected interface by aspect
definitions are illustrated by replacing colorless shapes on the left hand side by colored shapes on the right
hand side. In addition, some new shapes are added to each tower on the right hand side as compared to
the corresponding tower on the left hand side. The left most (white) area in Fig. 1 represents a concrete
application. It is self-contained in that it does not expect anything to be supplied from the outside and
provides the basic implementation of the application functionality. It is generally much richer in data type
definitions than the aspect definitions.

The deployment process is schematically presented in Fig. 2. On the left hand side of the figure, the def-
inition of an application with three classes and the definition of an aspect with one participant is schemat-
ically presented. The connector is symbolically represented by the two colored rectangle between the ap-
plication and the aspect in the deployment part of the figure. It binds two application classes to the single
participant of the aspect. The result of compiling together application, aspect and connector definitions is
equivalent to the set of shape towers on the right hand side of Fig. 2. Partial definitions from the application
and the aspect are mixed together into the final definition of the objects represented by pentagon and circles
(the classes that are bound to the aspect’s single participant).

Composing aspectual components with each other is similar to deploying a component with an appli-
cation. The result is in this case a new composed component with its expected and provided interfaces
resulting from the connection. As already mentioned, in the aspectual component model, there is in fact
no strict separation between aspects (aspectual components) and applications they get deployed with. An
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Figure 1: Aspect Decomposition with Components

Figure 2: Deploying Aspects with Applications
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application is just a special kind of an aspectual component that do not have an expected interface. The
difference between deploying an aspect with an application as opposed to composing two aspects is not
in the process how this happens. Rather in what is the result. The deployment produces weaved running
code, while composition produces new components with still abstract participants. These issues will be
illustrated in the following section.

Specifying deployment details apart of an aspect definition, make the aspect reusable with other classes
within the same application, or other applications without changing its definition. What is needed is the
definition of new connectors. For illustration, assume that after having defined ShowReadAccessConn1,
we realize that read accesses on lines need to be instrumented as well. For this purpose the ShowReadAc-
cessConn2 connector is defined below as an extension of ShowReadAccessConn1.
connector ShowReadAccessConn2 extends ShowReadAccessConn1 f

Line is DataToAccess with f readOp = get �g ;
g

On the other side, if we knew from the very beginning that whatever classes are included in the appli-
cation, we would like to instrument all read access operations, we would have defined ShowReadAccess-
Conn3, rather than ShowReadAccessConn1. If this was the case, no modification of the aspect or extension
of the connectors would be needed, if we extend the application with a new data type, say Circle.
connector ShowReadAccessConn3 f

Shapes . � is ShowReadAccess . DataToAccess with f
readOp = get � ;

g
g

An aspect can be defined to affects several operation categories of the same class in different ways. For
illustration, assume that in addition to read accesses, we would like to instrument write accesses. This is
expressed by the ShowReadWriteAccess component below. The aspect is then deployed with the shape
package by ShowReadWriteAccessConn1.
package ShowAccess ;
component ShowReadWriteAccess f

part ic ipant DataToAccess f
expect Object readOp ( ) ;
expect void writeOp ( Object [ ] args ) ;
replace Object readOp ( ) f

System . out . pr in t ln ( ”Read ” + displayStr ing ( ) ) ;
return expected ( ) ;

g
replace void writeOp ( Object [ ] args ) f

System . out . pr in t ln ( ” Write ” + displayStr ing ( ) ) ;
expected ( args ) ;

g
private Str ing displayStr ing ( ) f

return ” access on ” + this . toS t r ing ( ) ;
g

g
g

package Deployment ;
import ShowAccess . � ;
import Shapes . � ;
connector ShowReadWriteAccessConn1 f

Shapes . � is DataToAccess with f
readOp = set � ;
writeOp = get � ;

g
g

Assuming that ShowReadAccess was already defined, we could also define ShowReadWriteAccess as
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an extension of ShowReadAccess, and the corresponding connector as an extension of the ShowReadAc-
cessConn3 connector, thus supporting reuse at the level of both aspect and connector definitions.

component ShowReadWriteAccess extends ShowReadAccess f

part ic ipant DataToAccess f
expect void writeOp ( Object [ ] args ) ;

replace void writeOp ( Object [ ] args ) f
System . out . pr in t ln ( ” Write access on ” + this . toS t r ing ( ) ) ;
expected ( args ) ;

g

g
g

connector ShowReadWriteAccessConn2 extends ShowReadAccessConn3 f
Shapes . � is DataToAccess with f

writeOp = set � ;
g

2.3 Aspectual Components versus Inheritance

Before going into further details about using aspectual components for aspect-oriented programming, let
us first discuss how the behavior composition mechanisms underlying aspectual components differs from
that underlying inheritance. The definition of ShowReadWriteAccess in the previous subsection suggests
a strong similarity to the definition of an abstract class. So one might ask, why not define the ShowRead-
WriteAccess aspect as an abstract class, as shown below, and use inheritance to deploy the aspect with the
application. The application would subclass the abstract class delegating the expected operations. Aspects
with multiple participants would then correspond to “small” frameworks.
abstrac t c lass ShowReadAccess f

abstrac t Object expectedReadOp ( ) ;
public Object providedReadOp ( ) f

System . out . pr in t ln ( ”Read access on ” + this . toS t r ing ( ) ) ;
return expectedReadOp ( ) ;

g
g

The main difference between the two mechanisms is that with aspectual components the aspects can be
written independently from each other and from the applications, while with the framework approach the
application has to be aware of the aspects before hand. Furthermore, with aspectual component the code
that connects building blocks together is not part of any individual building block, while the opposite is
true for the framework approach. The connection (adaptation) code would be part of the application. The
independence of building blocks from each other allows independent development and compilation. On
the other hand the separate connection code allows reusing the same application with different aspects and
vice versa, or many–to–many mappings of actual classes/operations to participants. For instance, there is
no way we can map all set* operations of the class Point to the expected readOp of the aspect by making
Point a subclass of ShowReadAccess.

If modeled as an abstract class, the applicability of ShowReadAccess will be restricted to a single opera-
tion in each application class to be instrumented. Not to mention that modeling the instrumentation aspect
as a class and making Point (or shapes in general) a subclass of ShowReadAccess is not conceptually clean.
Conceptually classes correspond to abstractions in the application domain, which is not true for ShowAc-
cess aspects. On the other hand there is no is–a relationship between Point and ShowReadAccess. We will
end up establishing spurious subclassing relationships between application classes and aspect classes. The
whole picture gets much more complicated if we think of composing aspects together which also depend
on each other.
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3 Composing Aspects

In the examples so far, we’ve illustrated only the basic elements of the aspectual component model, namely,
aspect definition, deployment, and reuse. In the example to follow, we show more details of aspect defini-
tion, concentrating on the manner aspects are composed. The first example presents two aspects that are
composed by being deployed simultaneously within the same application.

The first aspect, called InstanceLogging, describes the logging of new instances in a system. The In-
stanceLogging component demonstrates the details of definition, initialization, and use of a shared aspect-
related feature. Application classes, that will be assigned to participant roles of the aspect in a certain
deployment, will all share the aspect-state. For instance, regardless of how many application classes are
be assigned to DataToLog during a deployment, they will all share the logObject variable defined in In-
stanceLogging.
component InstanceLogging f

part ic ipant DataToLog f
expect public DataToLog ( Object [ ] args ) ;
replace public DataToLog ( Object [ ] args ) f

expected ( args ) ;
long time = System . currentTimeMil l is ( ) ;
try f

Str ing c lass = this . c lass . getName ( ) + ” ” ;
logObject . writeBytes ( ””New instance of ” + c la s s + at ” ” ” + time + ”” ” nn” ) ;

g catch ( IOException e ) f System . out . pr in t ln ( e . toSt r ing ( ) ) ; g
g

g
private DataOutputStream logObject = null ;
s t a t i c f

try f
logObject = new DataOutputStream ( new FileOutputStream ( log ) ) ; g
catch ( IOException e ) f System . out . pr in t ln ( e . toSt r ing ( ) ) ; g

g
g

The second aspect describes the automatic resetting of certain data types values after a reaching a certain
number of accesses count. This second aspect, called AutoReset, is defined as follows.
component AutoReset f

part ic ipant DataToReset f
expect void setOp ( Object [ ] args ) ;
expect void r e se t ( ) ;
protected int count = 0 ;
replace void setOp ( Object [ ] args ) f

i f ( ++ count �= 1 0 0 ) f
expected ( args ) ;
count = 0 ;
expected ( ) ;

g
g

g
g

This aspect introduces a new instance variable, called count, in each application object that will be
mapped to the DataToReset participant role in the component. It is an instance variable, since it is declared
as non-static within the aspect-specific definition of DataToReset. The AutoReset component illustrates
another feature of aspectual components: there are two kinds of expected operations. The first kind, rep-
resented by setOp, includes operations which are expected in order to be replaced by the aspect (expected
operations preceded by the keyword replaced). Operations of the second kind, represented by reset, are
operations expected in order to be used by the aspect-specific definition of the participants. Expected opera-
tions of the first kind constitute the modification interface between aspects and application. This corresponds
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connector CompositionConn1
Shapes .Point .Line .Rectangle
ShowReadWriteAccess.DataToAccess x x
AutoReset.DataToReset x
InstanceLogging.DataToLog x x x

Figure 3: Connector graph for CompositionConn1

to the concept of joint points in AspectJ. Expected operations of the second case constitute what we call usage
interface between aspects and application.

Let us now consider how these aspects are composed by being deployed with the Shapes application,
we have been using so far. Assume that we want (a) all three aspects to apply to points, (b) ShowRead-
WriteAccess and InstanceLogging to apply to Line, and (c) only InstanceLogging to apply to Rectangle.
This is expressed by the connector CompositionConn1 below. This connector illustrates that besides speci-
fying mappings for expected operations by means of pattern matchings on method names, the deployment
programmer can also directly implement an operation in the expected interface in terms of operations
and/or state defined in the application. This is illustrated by the definition of reset() in CompositionConn1,
i.e., in this case the mapping is “programmatic” rather than declarative.
connector CompositionConn1 f

fLine , Point g is ShowReadWriteAccess . DataToAccess with f
readOp = get � ;
writeOp = set � ;

g ;
Point is AutoReset . DataToReset with f

setOp = set � ;
void r e se t ( ) f se t ( 0 , 0 ) ; g

g ;
Shapes . � is InstanceLogging . DataToLog ;

g

The composition structure expressed by CompositionConn1 is symbolically represented in Fig. 3 and 4.
The composed deployment is presented on the left hand side of Fig. 4. On the right hand side the result
of the deployment is shown by the towers of shapes, representing the resulting weaved code for points
(represented by triangles in the figure), lines (represented by triangles in the figure), respectively rectangles
(represented by circles in the figure).

Specifying connections apart of the definitions of the individual aspects, makes aspect definitions more
reusable. For instance, we can later add new connection statements to specify additional “joint points” be-
tween an application and aspects, as illustrated by the CompositionConn2 connector below, which deploys
the AutoReset aspect also with lines.
connector CompositionConn2 extends CompositionConn1 f

Line is AutoReset . DataToReset with f
resetOp = set � ;
void r e se t ( ) f i n i t ( ) ; g

g ;
g

Besides adding new connection statements, one can also modify existing ones. This is illustrated by the
connector CompositionConn3 below. It redefines the connection CompositionConn1’s statement for Point,
to distinguish between the reset policy for operations that change both coordinates simultaneously and
operations that change only one of the coordinates. Three different cases are distinguished by specifying
three different connection clauses. This connection statement overrides the respective connection statement
for the class Point, in CompositionConn1.

connector CompositionConn3 extends CompositionConn1 f
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Figure 4: Deploying Several Aspects with the Same Application

Point is AutoReset . DataToReset with f
f setOp = set ;

void r e se t ( ) f se t ( 0 , 0 ) ; g
g

f setOp = setX ;
void r e se t ( ) f setX ( 0 ) ;g

g

f
setOp = setY ;
void r e se t ( ) f setY ( 0 ) ;g

g
g ;

g

In the example considered so far, the aspects to be composed are independent from each other. The con-
nector CompositionConn1 is equivalent to specifying three independent connectors (actually this is what
Fig. 4 suggests). The order of deploying the individual aspects being composed is not important. In the fol-
lowing, we will illustrate how the expected interface of an aspect can be connected to the provided interface
of another aspect after the latter has been itself deployed with classes in a concrete application. Consider
first the following two components.
package aspect ;
component DataWithCounter f

protected class Counter f
int i = 0 ;
void r e se t ( ) f i =0;g
void inc ( ) f i ++;g
void dec ( ) f i��;g

g
part ic ipant DataStructure f

protected Counter counter = new Counter ( ) ;
expect void make empty ( ) ;
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expect void push ( Object a ) ;
expect void pop ( ) ;
replace void make empty ( ) f

counter . r e se t ( ) ;
expected ( ) ;

g
replace void push ( Object a ) f

counter . inc ( ) ;
expected ( a ) ;

g
replace void pop ( ) f

counter . dec ( ) ;
expected ( ) ;

g
g

g
component DataWithLock f

part ic ipant Data f
Lock lock = new Lock ( ) ;
expect AnyType method to wrap ( Object [ ] args ) ;
replace AnyType method to wrap ( Object [ ] args ) f

i f ( lock . is unlocked ( ) ) f
lock . lock ( ) ;
expected ( args ) ;
lock . unlock ( ) ; g

g
g

protected class Lock f
boolean l = true ;
void lock ( ) f l = fa lse ;g
void unlock ( ) f l = true ;g
boolean is unlocked ( ) f return l ;g

g
g

The first aspect adds functionality for counting the elements included in a container data type, such as
stacks, queues, etc. The second aspect adds functionality for synchronizing invocations of certain opera-
tions on a given data type by means of a lock. Both components nest the definitions for counter, respectively,
lock, which are private to them. Now assume an application which provides implementations for data
types, such as stacks, queues, etc. We can now model stack and queue objects that count their elements and
the operations of which are synchronized by means of a lock by specifying the connector addCounter&Lock
in the deployment package below. This kind of composition is schematically presented in Fig. 51.
package appl ;
c lass StackImpl f

Str ing s = new Str ing ( ) ;
void empty ( ) f s = ”” ;g
void push ( char a ) f s = Str ing . valueOf ( a ) . concat ( s ) ;g
void pop ( ) f s = s . substr ing ( 1 ) ; g
char top ( ) f return ( s . charAt ( 0 ) ) ; g

g
c lass QueueImpl f . . . g

package deployment ;
connector addCounter&Lock f

StackImpl is DataWithCounter . DataStructure with f make empty = empty ;g
/ / th e r e s t o f the mapping i s i m p l i c i t

1Deploying the aspects with QueueImpl is omitted in the figure as compared to the addCounter&lock connector for the sake of
simplicity
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/ / s i n c e the r e s t o f o p e r a t i o n s in the
/ / m o d i f i c a t i o n i n t e r f a c e o f the a s p e c t
/ / have the same name as the a p p l i c a t i o n
/ / o p e r a t i o n s to be bound to them

is DataWithLock . Data with f
method to wrap = f pop , push , top , make emptyg

g ;
QueueImpl implements DataWithCounter . DataStructure with f

. . . g is DataWithLock . Data with f . . . g ;
g

Figure 5: Deploying Several Aspects with the Same Application (2)

Alternatively, one can create composed aspects prior to deployment with any concrete application by
connecting part of the expected interface of one aspect to part of the provided interface of another. The
remaining unbound parts of the expected interfaces are connected to applications during deployment. Cre-
ating composed aspects prior to deployment is illustrated by the following code. First, DataWithStack
is composed with DataWithLock into a new aspect, DataWithCounter&Lock. Later DataWithCounter&Lock
get deployed with the concrete application. The process of creating DataWithCounter&Lock is schematically
presented in Fig. 6.
package aspect ;
component DataWithCounter&Lock f

part ic ipant Data = DataWithCounter . DataStructure is DataWithLock . Data with f
method�to�wrap = fmake empty , pop , top , push gg ;

g

package deployment ;
connector addCounter&Lock f

StackImpl is DataWithCounter&Lock . Data with f
void make empty f empty ;g
g

g ;
QueueImpl is DataWithCounter&Lock . Data with f . . . g ;

g

3.1 Defining New Behavior: The Publisher-Subscriber Aspect

In the examples considered so far, there has always been a single deployment of an aspect to a certain
application. In the following we will illustrate that due to separate deployment specifications an aspect can
be multiply deployed with the same application, each deployment with its own mappings. For illustration,
a publisher/subscriber protocol aspect is modeled in the component below.
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Figure 6: Deploying Several Aspects with the Same Application (3)

component Publ i sherSubscr iberProtoco l f

part ic ipant Publisher f
expect void changeOp ( Object [ ] args ) ;
protected Vector subscr ibers = new Vector ( ) ;
public void at tach ( Subscriber subsc ) f

subscr ibers . addElement ( subsc ) ;g
public void detach ( Subscriber subsc ) f

subscr ibers . removeElement ( subsc ) ;g
replace void changeOp ( ) f

expected ( ) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i � subscr ibers . s ize ( ) ; i ++) f

( ( Subscriber ) subscr ibers . elementAt ( i ) ) . update ( this ) ;g
g

part ic ipant Subscriber f
expect void subUpdate ( Publisher publ ) ;
protected Publisher publ ;
public void newUpdate ( Publisher aPubl ) f

publ = aPubl ;
expected . subUpdate ( publ ) ;g

g
g

g

In addition to replacing existing methods with enhancements, PublisherSubscriberProtocol defines new
fields and methods that are involved in the protocol and establishes the structural relationship between
the protocol participants. Note that the protocol in PublisherSubscriberProtocol is defined for two hypo-
thetical participants and not in terms of particular classes. As such, it can be applied to different pub-
lisher/subscribers pairs, as illustrated by the following two connectors. In the first case, the publisher role
is played by the class Point, while the subscriber role is played by a simple class, called ChangePrinter,
shown below. Establishing the publisher/subscriber protocol between Point and ChangePrinter is realized
by the connector PubSubConn1.

package Output ;
c lass ChangePrinter f

void public printR ( ) f
System . out . pr in t ln ( ” Pr inter : ” + this . toS t r ing ( ) +

” read access has occurred . . . ” + n n ) ;
g

void public printW ( ) f
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System . out . pr in t ln ( ” Pr inter : ” + this . toS t r ing ( ) +
” write access has occurred . . . ” + n n ) ;

g
void public notifyChange ( ) f System . out . pr in t ln ( ”CHANGE . . . ” ) ;
g

g

package Deployment ;
connector PubSubConn1 f

Point is Publisher with
f changeOp = f se t � , get �g ;g

ChangePrinter is Subscriber with f
void subUpdate ( Publisher publ ) f

notifyChange ( ) ;
System . out . pr in t ln ( ”on point ob j e c t ” + ( ( Point ) publ ) . toSt r ing ( ) ) ;

g
g

g

In a similar way, the following code, illustrates the deployment of the protocol defined by the Publish-
erSubscriberProtocol aspect with another application: this time a game package including a class for the
TicTacToe game and a class for the graphical interface, GUI, with the latter being an aggregate of two other
classes, BoardDisplay and StatusDisplay, as shown below.
connector PubSubConn2 f

TicTacToe is Publisher with f
changeOp = f startGame , newPlayer , putMark , endGamegg ;

fBoardDisplay , StatusDisplay g is Subscriber with f
void update ( Publisher publ ) f

setGame ( ( Game) publ ) ;
repa int ( ) ;

g
g ;

g

Both deployments of the publisher/subscriber aspect shown so far, result in the standard publisher/subscriber
protocol, i.e., the protocol with one publisher being subscribed by a single set of subscribers, uniformly in-
terested in any change in the publisher’s state. One can also realize modified versions of the standard
protocol by simply defining new connectors. For instance, the connectors, PubSubConn3 and PubSub-
Conn4, deploy the protocol with the same classes as PubSubConn1, but now two different connection
clauses distinguish the notification operations that are invoked on the subscribers depending on which ac-
cess operations are invoked on the publisher. This corresponds to a variation on the publisher/subscriber
pattern, where there are several lists of subscribers for one publisher, distinguished by the events they are
interested in.

connector PubSubConn3 f

Point is Publisher with f changeOp = set � ;g

ChangePrinter is Subscriber with f
void subUpdate ( Publisher publ ) f

printW ( ) ;
System . out . pr in t ln ( ”on point ob j e c t ” + ( ( Point ) publ ) . toSt r ing ( ) ) ;
g

g
g

connector PubSubConn4 f
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Point is Publisher with f changeOp = get � ;g

ChangePrinter is Subscriber with f
void subUpdate ( Publisher publ ) f

printR ( ) ;
System . out . pr in t ln ( ”on point ob j e c t ” + ( ( Point ) publ ) . toSt r ing ( ) ) ;

g
g

g

The sets of operations of Point that are mapped to different notification operations of the subscriber
participant need not be disjoint. For instance, we may want to distinguish between set operations that
affect the x-coordinate, respectively, the y-coordinate of a point. The set(int, int), however, will then fall in
both categories. This is expressed by the connectors PubSubConn3.1 and PubSubConn3.2 below.

connector PubSubConn3 . 1 f

Point is Publisher with f changeOp = f se t , setX g ;g

ChangePrinter is Subscriber with f
void subUpdate ( Publisher publ ) f

printW ( ) ;
System . out . pr in t ln ( ”on the X coordinate of ” +

+ ” point ob j e c t ” + ( ( Point ) publ ) . toSt r ing ( ) ) ;
g

g
g

connector PubSubConn3 . 2 f
Point is Publisher with f changeOp = f se t , setY g ; g
ChangePrinter is Subscriber with f

void subUpdate ( Publisher publ ) f
printW ( ) ;
System . out . pr in t ln ( ”on the Y coordinate of

point ob j e c t ” + ( ( Point ) publ ) . toSt r ing ( ) ) ;
g

g
g

3.2 Mapping Participant Graphs

Generalizing over our experience with programming using class graphs, which are named, in earlier work,
interface class graphs or strategy graphs, we extracted the property refinement-instance. This property must
hold between a participant graph (PG) and a corresponding class graph (CG) or another PG. The intent of the
refinement-instance relation is to ensure that the behavior in the component will be properly instantiated at
the place of use without “surprising” behavior. The refinement-instance relation can be checked efficiently
using algorithms from Adaptive Programming [23, 14]. The refinement-instance check will be a part of the
aspectual component compiler using the AP library described in [14]. In the following, we assume that
the PGs have only one kind of nodes and one kind of edges. Generalization to PGs that have the features
of UML class diagrams, such as abstract and concrete classes and directed associations and inheritance is
described in [23, 14]. For connection to be possible, a PG and the target graph to which the PG is mapped,
must be in an instance relationship. Informally, a graph G is an instance of graph S if G contains the
connectivity of S. We think of S as an abstract graph and G as a concrete graph. Formally, a graph G is an
instance of a graph S, if S is a connected subgraph of the transitive closure of G.

Informally, a graph G is a refinement-instance of a graph S if the connectivity of S is in a “pure form”
in G. By pure form we mean that there are no ”surprising uses” of the nodes of S. Formally, a graph G is
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a refinement-instance of a graph S, if S is a connected subgraph of the pure transitive closure of G with
respect to the node set of S. The pure transitive closure of G � �V�E� with respect to a subset W of V is the
graph G� � �V�E��, where E� =�i� j�: there is a W -pure path from vertex i to vertex j in G. A W -pure path
from i to j is a path where i and j are in W and none of the inner points of the path are in W .

4 Implementation Issues

A straightforward way to implement the aspectual component model is to translate aspectual components
into AspectJ aspects, expand all the connectors and tangle the aspects with connector information. How-
ever, the problem with using AspectJ as the underlying implementation technology is that it is based on
source code modification, thus implying that the source code is available for all three: application classes,
aspectual components, and connectors. We find, however, that it is highly desirable to allow separate
compilation of application and aspectual components, i.e., a true separation of definition and deployment
processes. For this reason, our attempt has been focused on implementation strategies that cope with the re-
quirement that application and aspectual components are pre-compiled units available only in binary form.
In the following, we outline the essentials behind an implementation strategy that fulfills this requirement.

The implementation strategy we outline here assumes that aspectual components are written in stan-
dard Java syntax. In Sec 3 we discussed the composition model underlying aspectual components versus
inheritance. In conjunction with this discussion we indicated that the participants in an aspectual com-
ponent can actually be written as abstract classes in pure Java, whereby expected operations in both the
component’s usage and modification interface are modeled as abstract methods. For the implementation
technique outlined here, we assume a slightly modified implementation of aspectual participants as ab-
stract classes. In this implementation, the set of abstract methods includes only expected operations in the
usage interface of the aspectual participant, but not operations in the modification interface.

Remember that the modification interface consists of those expected operations that are replaced by
the aspect, i.e., there is an aspect definition of the same operation preceded by the keyword replace. This
keyword is omitted in the pure Java implementation of an aspectual component by being inlined in the
name of modification operations. If op is an expected operation that is replaced in an aspect, in the aspectual
component language for aspects, we would have replace Type op(argTypes) f ... g. In the pure Java
version of the same aspectual component, we would have an operation, named replaced op. Instead of
being declared as an abstract method, the expected implementation of op, will be modeled as a parameter
to replaced op.

For illustration, consider the implementation of the aspectual component AutoReset from Sec. 3 using
this style in the class AutoReset below. Remember, reset was in the usage interface of AutoReset. Hence, it
is modeled as an abstract method in the class AutoReset.DataToReset. This is different with the expected
operation setOp which is replaced by the AutoReset aspectual component in Sec. 3. As already discussed
above, there will be an operation, replaced setOp that implements how the aspect modifies the expected
setOp. The formal parameter, expected setOp of replaced setOp will be bound to implementations ex-
pected from applications. In the implementation of replaced setOp the expected-invocation (expected())
is replaced by sending an invoke message to expected setOp passing thisObject and args as the receiver,
respectively the arguments of the invocation.

class AutoReset {

abstract class DataToReset {
abstract void reset();

protected int count = 0;

void replaced_setOp(Object thisObject, Class thisClass,
Method expected_setOp, Object[] args) {

if ( ++count >= 100 ) {
expected_setOp.invoke(thisObject, args);
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count = 0;
reset();

}
}

}
}

In addition to the original implementation expected from the application (the method object expected setOp),
other parameters of replaced setOp include: (a) the receiver of the original application operation (thisObject),
(b) the class of this object (thisClass), and the arguments to the original message call (args). This is a set
of standard parameters passed to any operation that implements an aspect modification of some expected
functionality. This set provides not only the information needed for invoking the original implementa-
tion, but also supplies some meta-information about the application which might be used within the aspect
definition.

So far, we showed that aspect components themselves can be written in pure Java. This is not surprising
given that what is really new about the aspectual component model are the connectors which realize a com-
position model that cannot be mapped to standard Java in a straightforward way. It is here that extra tool
support is needed. By tool support we mean, that connector specifications need to be processed by a pre-
compiler. Given the application/aspect binaries as well as the connector specifications, the pre-compiler
conducts the following two main steps.

Binary Adaptation of Application Classes

First, binaries of those application classes that are mapped to an aspectual participant, are adapted by
applying binary component adaptation techniques, presented in [9]. The binary adaptation consists in the
following.

� Application classes are turned into event publishers by adding a field that stores a set of subscribers.
Subscribers will be instances of classes generated from the translation of connector specifications (see
step two).

� Any application operation, op, which the connector maps to an expected operation in the modification
interface of the aspectual component is renamed to expected op.

� A new implementation for the original signature, op, is added. The new method simply invokes
a notify message on the subscribers passing along the receiver of the message, the definition class,
the method object for expected op (i.e., the original implementation), and an array containing the
arguments to op.

Pseudo-code is given in the class Point below to illustrate how the binary of the class Point in the Shapes
application will be adapted as the result of compiling the CompositionConn3 connector given in Sec. 3.

class Point {
public static java.util.Vector aspectSubscribers; // added variable

public void addSubscriber(AspectSubscriber sub) { // added operation
aspectSubscribers.addElement((Object) sub);}

private int x = 0;
private int y = 0;

void expected_set(int x, int y) { // renamed
this.x = x; this.y = y;}

void set(int x, int y) { // reimplemented
Object[] args = {(Object) new Integer(x), (Object) new Integer(y)};
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Class[] argTypes = {Integer.TYPE, Integer.TYPE};
Method expected_set = thisClass.getMethod("expected_set", argTypes);
Enumeration subscribers = aspectSubscribers.elements();
while (subscribers.hasElements()) {

Object sub = subscribers.next();
sub.notify(this, this.getClass(), expected_set, args);

}
}

void expected_setX(int x) { this.x = x; } // renamed
void setX(int x) { ... } // reimplemented similar to set

void expected_setY(int y) { this.y = y; } // renamed
void setY(int y) { ... } // reimplemented similar to set

int getX(){ return this.x; }
int getY(){ return this.y; }

}

Generating Connector Classes

The second step conducted by the pre-compiler is to generate a class based on connector specifications. For
illustration, the class generated for CompositionConn3 in Sec. 3 is given below. Remember that Composi-
tionConn3 contains an is-statement, mapping the class Shapes.Point to the participant AutoReset.DataToReset
with three different ExpectedMappings clauses. These clauses map the participant’s modification interface
(consisting of a single operation, setOp) to three different application methods (set, setX, and setY respec-
tively), specifying each time a different implementation for the usage interface (the reset operation).

Connector objects use a hashtable in order to associate incoming notify events fired by the adapted ap-
plication with invocations of respective aspect modification operations. In the CompositionConn3 below
this is the instance variable mappings. As indicated also by the initialization of this table in the implemen-
tation of the constructor CompositionConn3(), the keys of a connector’s mappings table are the application
methods that are modified by the aspect participant(s). For any Class is Participant statement and operation
replaced op in the modification interface of Participant, there will be an object for each ExpectedMappings
clause of the is-statement. These objects are defined as anonymous inner objects of a subtype of Participant
within the connector. These inner objects will be the values in the mapping hashtable. They share two
definitions which are defined in a common superclass.

� an instance variable for storing the application object receiving a message modified by the aspect, and

� an operation, called eval, that expects the same parameters that are passed along a notify event by the
application. Eval sets the host instance variable and invokes the replacement method, replaced op on
itself (remember, this is a subclass of Participant.

Given the Class is Participant statement and operation replaced op in the modification interface of
Participant, different ExpectedMappings clauses differ from each other in that they associate different im-
plementations of the usage interface with different mappings of replaced op to application methods. As
a result, the inner objects corresponding to different ExpectedMappings clauses will extend the common
superclass by providing different implementations for the usage interface.

interface AspectSubscriber {
void notify(Object thisObject, Class thisClass, Method expected_meth, Object[] args);

}

interface Evaluable {
void eval(Object thisObject, Class thisClass, Method expected_meth, Object[] args);

}
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// connector class generated from the connector specifications

class CompositionConn3 implements AspectSubscriber {

public static singleInstance = new CompositionConn3();
java.util.Hashtable mappings = new java.util.Hashtable();

abstract class Point_DataToReset_setOp extends AutoReset.DataToReset implements Evalu-
able {

private Point host;

public void eval(Object thisObject, Class thisClass, Method expected_meth,
Object[] args) {

host = (Point) thisObject;
replaced_setOp(thisObject, thisClass, expected_meth, args);

}
}

public CompositionConn3() {
Object[] argTypes = {Integer.TYPE, Integer.TYPE};
Method expected_set = Point.getMethod("expected_set", argTypes);
argTypes = {Integer.TYPE};
Method expected_setX = Point.getMethod("expected_setX", argTypes);
Method expected_setY = Point.getMethod("expected_setY", argTypes);

mappings.put((Object) expected_set,
(Object) new Point_DataToReset_setOp() {

void reset() {host.expected_set(0, 0);}
});

mappings.put((Object) expected_setX,
(Object) new Point_DataToReset_setOp() {

void reset() {host.expected_setX(0);}
});

mappings.put((Object) expected_setY, (Object)
(Object) new Point_DataToReset_setOp() {

void reset() {host.expected_setY(0);}
});

Point.addSubscriber(this);
}

public void notify(Object thisObject, Class thisClass,
Method expected_meth, Object[] args) {

if (mappings.containsKey((Object) expected_meth) {
Evaluable participant = (Evaluable) mappings.get((Object) expected_meth);
participant.eval(thisObject, thisClass, expected_meth, args);
}

}

}

For instance, the “Point is DataToReset” statement in CompositionConn3 in Sec. 3, has three Expect-
edMappings clauses, each mapping different application operation(s) to replaced setOP: set, setX, and
setY, respectively. Each of these mappings has its own implementation of reset (usage interface of Data-
ToReset). The commonality of the inner objects for these three clauses, i.e., the implementation of eval to in-
voke replace setOp is implemented in the abstract subclass of AutoReset.DataToReset, Point-DataToReset-
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setOp. The first mappings.put invocation within the constructor CompositionConn3(), associates the method
for expected set in Point to a subtype of Point-DataToReset-setOp that implements the abstract method re-
set to call expected set(0, 0) on the application object, host. This corresponds to the mapping clause:

Point is DataToReset with {
{setOp = set;
reset {

set(0, 0);}
}

...
}

The other two clauses are implemented in a similar way by the other two anonymous inner objects
passed as parameters to the following two mappings.put invocations in CompositionConn3(). In response
to receiving a notify(thisObject, thisClass, expected meth, args) event, a connector object will look up its
mapping table for an entry for expected meth. If there is one, it will extract the participant object asso-
ciated to expected meth and call eval on it, which in turn will invoke the aspect replacement operation
corresponding to expected meth, passing along thisObject, thisClass, expected meth, and args. The struc-
tural relationships between a point object, the singleton CompositionConn3 object and the DataToReset
class as well as the message invocation chain following an invocation of set(3, 5) on a point are shown in
Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Invoking an Operation on an Adapted Application Class

Aspect deployment can be performed at class and instance level. This can be realized as an option to the
connector pre-compiler. If class level deployment is specified, the aspectSubscribers vector will be a class
variable, otherwise it will be an instance variable (the code in the class Point above corresponds to the class
level deployment). In the case of class level deployment, the compiler will automatically add an instance of
the generated connector class to the subscriber set of the application class. Otherwise, this has to be done
explicitly in the client code, i.e., the code that uses points.
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The approach described so far, requires tool support for binary adaptation as well as code generation.
Alternatively, one can workaround the need for binary adaptation support by slightly modifying the code
generated for the connector classes. In addition to the definitions above, a connector class will define an
adaptation operation, adapt, that expects an object of the application class Point. The method defines an
inner subclass of Point, whose implementation corresponds to the result of the binary adaptation as far
as operations affected by the aspect are concerned. Application operations that are not affected by the
aspect are reimplemented to simply delegate to the original point object passed as a parameter to the adapt
operation. An instance of the inner subclass is returned. Deploying aspects with instances of the application
is explicitly done by the clients, as illustrated by the sample code below:

class Client1 {
. . .
public static void main(String[] args) {

. . .
Point p = new Point();
CompositionConn3 connector = CompositionConn3.singleInstance;
p = connector.adapt(p);
p.setX(12);
....

p.setX(10); // this is the setX operation number 100

System.out.println("X coordinate = " + p.getX());
// will display
// > X coordinate = 0
// >

...
}

}

One can even go further and workaround the need for code generation by letting the programmer
write the code for connector classes instead of using the simple connector language presented in this paper.
However, this would be a tedious job for the programmer. Furthermore, we would lose the adaptiveness
gained at the connector level, by using special techniques such as pattern matching on operation names and
traversal strategies for describing paths (or “long getters”) in the object graph of the application. Further
details with regard to implementation strategies and patterns are left out of the scope of this paper.

5 Related work

Adaptive Plug&Play (AP&P) components [22] are the immediate precursors to aspectual components. AP&P
components are rooted in Holland’s executable contracts [8] and in Rondo [21]. An AP&P component
features already some of the characteristics of an aspectual component, but with different terminology. In
AP&P components, the interface class graph corresponds to the participant graph of aspectual components.
AP&P component instantiation statements correspond to connectors in aspectual components. What is new
in aspectual components compared to AP&P components is the replace clause that is crucial for expressing
“systemic” aspects. The capability to have refinement, not only between components but also between
connectors, is also new. In naming our modules “aspectual components” and not just components [20], and
in adjusting the terminology used with AP&P components, we want to improve the distinction between
components that only offer new functions and components that can also affect other components in a cross-
cutting way.

AspectJ from Xerox PARC [27] is also an immediate precursor of aspectual components and has signifi-
cantly benefited this paper. AspectJ has grown out of the need to make it easy to add more aspects to Java.
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In her thesis [15] supported by Gregor Kiczales’ team at Xerox PARC, Crista Lopes first implemented the
synchronization aspect COOL [18] and then the data transfer aspect RIDL [16], and it was clear that both
aspect implementations had something in common that needed to be factored out. In Demeter/Java [13, 3],
another implementation of COOL and RIDL, we first developed a generic, but low-level, weaving language,
which was used to implement both COOL and RIDL. At the same time, Xerox PARC developed the higher-
level weaving language AspectJ that is a definite advance. We noticed the similarities between AspectJ and
AP&P components, and the additional leverage AP&P components can offer AspectJ. The main deficiency
in AspectJ is that it does not follow the principle of programming against a generic data model that is then
separately connected to a concrete data model (or other generic data models). As a consequence, AspectJ
aspects are not as reusable as they should be, since they use application level concepts. In contrast, the
connectors of aspectual components apply the idea of loosely coupling the behavior aspect to the structure
aspect. AspectJ tightly couples structure and behavior, which leads to unnecessarily tangling. Following a
modular approach makes aspectual components also easier to understand, reuse and modify than AspectJ
aspects.

One motivation behind aspectual components is to capture recurring patterns as aspectual components.
This follows the idea that it is useful to turn design patterns into language features, and reclassify patterns
on how far they still remain from becoming language features [7]. An example is the Observer pattern
(Publisher-Subscriber aspect) shown earlier. Another motivation is the developments in software compo-
nents. Aspectual components should be components like, e.g., JavaBeans. An example is the use of the
Visitor pattern to decouple structure and behavior [19].

Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) from SUN [26] is a component technology that addresses aspectual decom-
position. An enterprise bean provider usually does not program transactions, concurrency, security, dis-
tribution and other services into the enterprise beans. Rather, an enterprise bean provider relies on an EJB
container provider for these services. EJB defines six distinct roles in the application development and
deployment workflow one of which is called deployer. A deployer adapts enterprise beans to a specific
operational environment. Adaptation is possible because all client requests directed at an EJB object are
intercepted by the EJB container to insert lifecycle, transaction, state, security, and persistence rules on all
operations based on deployment descriptor settings. Also, customization of the behavior can take place
here. Deployment descriptors are defined declaratively at deployment time rather than programmatically
at development time.

As an example we consider how persistence is handled by EJB containers. The deployment descriptor
of a bean contains an instance variable ContainerManagedFields defining the instance variables that need
to be read or written. This will be used to generate the database access code automatically and protects the
bean from database specific code.

While EJB makes a good effort to avoid tangling of basic services code with basic bean functionality, it
does it in an ad-hoc way. Aspectual components are an attempt to provide a simple linguistic mechanism
to control tangling. Persistence can be handled by aspectual components, for example, in the following
way. We define an aspectual component with two participants: source and target that have a zero to many
association. Source has a method to read and write target-objects, namely all target objects associated with
source. A connector is used to specify the mapping of the one edge participant graph onto a complex
application class structure. An effective way to specify the connector is to use a traversal strategy.

A propagation pattern [11, 12] is an early precursor of an aspectual component. A propagation pattern is
formulated in terms of a generic data model ([12, Fig 4.1 page 79]), that corresponds to a participant graph
of an aspectual component. The behavior of a propagation pattern is expressed in terms of the generic
data model and wrappers that add code before and after certain methods. The wrappers have the flavor of
replace clauses of aspectual components.

Context classes [24] by Seiter et al. have a similar purpose as aspectual components. A method invo-
cation can be modified by a context class by adding code before and after nodes and edges. However, the
notions of connectors and a participant graph are absent.

The component-connector terminology of aspectual components is borrowed from software architec-
ture [6].

The Catalysis method [4] has a strong emphasis on modeling collaborations. Collaborations are used to
implement connectors between components. In Catalysis, components are pieces of software that can be
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plugged into a wide variety of others.
There are both commonalities and differences between Catalysis collaborations and components and

our collaborations and components. In both works, collaborations are handled in a similar way. While
Catalysis uses a common model of attributes we use a participant graph. One distinguishing feature is that
our components have built-in support to express aspectual decompositions while Catalysis components
don’t explicitly have this feature. A second distinguishing feature is that the maps between participant
graphs and their use in other participant graphs is handled adaptively (using traversal strategies) and
safely (using refinement-instance). On the other hand, Catalysis has the advantage that it addresses pre-
and post-conditions and invariants.

In the mixin-layers approach [25], collaborations are implemented as mixins (outer mixins) that encap-
sulate other mixins (inner mixins). An outer mixin is called a mixin layer. The super-parameter is specified
at the level of a mixin-layer (collaboration). By explicitly representing collaborations as mixin layers and
by defining the super-parameter at the level of collaborations, Smaragdakis and Batory provide a good
technique to programming with behavioral components involving several classes. Aspectual components
improve on mixin-layers by covering also aspects and by the connectors to flexibly link components.

Feature models are used in [1] to capture the reusability and configurability aspect of software. Feature
models help to separate components and the configuration knowledge for those components. In general, a
feature is implemented by a combination of components and aspects. Our work on connectors for aspectual
components helps to better express configuration of the aspects and components.

6 Conclusion

The paper makes three contributions to component-based programming:

� We show that programming class collaborations and programming aspects can be done with the same
construct: aspectual components. We show that the only new feature that needs to be added to Adaptive
Plug&Play (AP&P) components is a modification interface.

� We show that Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is easier if each aspect is programmed against a
generic data model, a participant graph, which is separately connected to a concrete data model or
other generic data models. The usefulness of the separation of components and connectors is well-
known in software architecture but has so far not been applied to AOP.

� We show how aspectual components can be implemented in Java.

The term aspectual component, instead of AP&P component, was chosen to send the message that we
have a new construct that is useful independently of Adaptive Programming (AP). This is not to say that
AP is not useful in this context. On the contrary, AP is useful for specifying connectors between aspectual
components adaptively.

Future work includes the application of aspectual components as a design tool in a financial software
project using Enterprise JavaBeans technology and the development of tools to support development and
deployment of aspectual components.

Further information about the paper is available at:

http://www.ccs.neu.edu/research/demeter/biblio/aspectual-comps.html
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